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 SoftRIP Version 8.0 has improved support for SoftRIP on Windows 7 and Windows 10. If you are seeing this message, it is
likely that your printer driver requires a newer version of SoftRIP. Click here for printer driver and subcomponent download.
This process may take up to five business days for receipt of your order. Archivists always loved Story Map because it could
convey so much at once: place and history, space and time, geography and causation. In Case magazine, “The Story Map,” a
story about a gay activist and his friend, invites readers to combine snapshots of time in a place. Thus, “the story becomes a

composite image, an assemblage of story elements, that can be read as a metaphor for the struggle of gay people in the ’70s and
’80s” (King, 1996, xiv). In order to tell a story, an author creates a sequence of images or elements that can be rearranged as
easily as one rearranges puzzle pieces (cf. Schechner, 1989). A story map combines elements of a story, such as characters,

setting, and plot, into a visual depiction, making the story more accessible and inviting the reader into the story. A story map,
along with other story-telling tools, such as abstracts, author’s notes, and multiple editions, can broaden the author’s perspective

and enrich the reader’s understanding of a book (cf. Cobb, 2001). Story Maps originated with the cartoonist E. C. Segar
(1895–1943) and his creation, Thimble Theatre, in which he demonstrated his penchant for simplicity, geometric shapes, and

repetition (Barad and Barron, 2013, 4). The first full-length story map to be published was the 1963 tale, “Hoppity Hooper,” by
Will Eisner, which he illustrated (Barad and Barron, 2013, 2). The Eisner story map featured an artistic style, movement, and

soundtrack that inspired many artists to create their own style of story map, such as Eric Reynolds’s brilliant illustration of “The
Greatest Love Story Never Told,” published in the American Conservatory, Issue 9, Spring 1969 (Barad and Barron, 2013, 15).

Story maps have become an important tool for telling stories in an accessible, visual way.This is the message being sent to all
children who are not of age, and parents/guard f3e1b3768c
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